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Facts

1. On 9 March 2015, (DOGC no. 6831 of 16 March 2015), 6831 dated 16 March 2015), and its amendment on 10 April (DOGC no. 6856 dated 22 April 2015), on 3 June 2015 (DOGC no. 6893 dated 16 April 2015), and on 13 July 2015 (DOGC no. 6919, dated 23 de July 2015) a resolution was issued by the director of the Institut Ramon Llull to open the application process for the awarding of grants (on the basis of competitive tendering and an open application process) for activities involving the promotion and dissemination of Catalan literature and philosophy abroad in 2015.

2. The applications submitted within the time limit stipulated by the application process are detailed herein.

3. The assessment committee met on 5 October 2015 to analyse and evaluate the submitted applications.

Legal Grounds


4. Rule 12 of the rules governing the application process for the awarding of grants by the Institut Ramon Llull for activities involving the promotion and dissemination of Catalan literature and philosophical works abroad in 2015, regulates the procedure for non-acceptance and withdrawal of applications.

In accordance with the assessment committee's report and rule 12.3 of the rules governing the application process, which establishes that it falls upon the examining body to reach a decision regarding the non-acceptance or withdrawal of the submitted applications.

Resolution

Accordingly, I resolve

1. To reject the grant applications listed in Annex I.

2. To declare the application for the grant specified in Annex II as having been withdrawn.
Admissible Appeals

This resolution does not exhaust the administrative channels for appeal and, in accordance with Articles 114 and 115 of the Legal Framework for Public Administrations and Common Administrative Procedure Act (Law 30/1992, of 26 November) and Article 18.1 of the Statutes of the Institut Ramon Llull, an appeal for the matter to be passed to a higher authority may be lodged with the Director of the Institut Ramon Llull within a period of one month from the day this resolution is published.

Barcelona, 3 November 2015

The Examining Officer

Josep Marcé i Calderer

Manager at the Institut Ramon Llull
ANNEX I

L0124 U10 N-PRO 635/15-3
Applicant: Zalozba Malinc, Ales Cigale s.p.
Date: 4 November 2015
Activity: The presentation by Care Santos of their work Se vende papa in Slovenia.

The committee proposes to reject the application submitted by publisher Zalozba Malinc, Ales Cigale s.p., regarding the presentation by Care Santos of the work Se vende papa in Slovenia, on the grounds that it fails to comply with the first condition of the conditions governing this application process. Regulation 1.1 a) establishes that the object of the application process is to promote and disseminate Catalan literary and philosophical works abroad (i.e. works of non-fiction and the humanities, originally written in Catalan), that take place during the same year as the application process. The work for which the grant is sought was originally wrote in Spanish. As a result, the committee proposed to reject the application.

L0124 U10 N-PRO 721/15-3
Applicant: Association Krokodil.
Dates: 1 April to 31 December 2016
Activity: Residence for Catalan authors in Belgrade

The committee proposes to reject the application submitted by the Association Krokodil, regarding the residency of translators in Belgrade to take place in 2016, on the grounds that it fails to comply with the first condition of the conditions governing this application process. Regulation 1.1 a) establishes that the object of the application process is to promote and disseminate Catalan literary and philosophical works abroad (i.e. works of non-fiction and the humanities, originally written in Catalan), that take place during the same year as the application process. The activity for which the grant is sought does not meet the objective of this application process. As a result, the committee proposes to reject the application.
ANNEX II

L0124 U10 N-PRO 674/15-3
Applicant: Ute Körner Literary Agent SLU.
Date: 30 September 2015
Activity: the translation into English of an excerpt from the book *L’últim violí*, by Anna Manso

On 16 September 2015, the publisher Ute Körner Literary Agent SLU applied for a grant for the translation into English of an excerpt from the book *L’últim violí*, by Anna Manso.
On 30 September 2015, the grant applicant notified the Institut Ramon Llull of the withdrawal of their application. The committee decided to accept the withdrawal of the application submitted by publisher Ute Körner Literary Agent SLU.